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Travelling wheels

gearbox

Motor and Light 

switch

Jenny traversing barrel

Hoist winding barrel

Counterbalance 

weight

Drive to travelling wheels

Overhead drive to coal winch

“Stay Alive” 

Capacitor

Lever frame (from Left to Right)

1. Hoist

2. Jenny Travel

3. Rotate

4. Reverse on all functions

5. Travelling wheels



Location for Counterweight at rear of crane

Crane Counterweight
18 pounds weight



The 270 Ohm needs to be ½ Watt min. 
Lamp is actually now LED in model
Diodes are 1N5408 



Elektrikit “Insulating spacer ( X 2) part 564  

Underside view showing how Circular plate is insulated from frame. See next slide for 

View of topside



Wheel Flange Part 137 with Elektrikit wiper (532) bolted to 

Insulating Flat Girder  (507)  

View from above showing how Circular plate is insulated from frame. See next slide for 

View of topside

This is how power is transferred into the main Jib of the crane the return is through the steel 

work of the Meccano parts



MFA 15:1 motor driving 26c pinion onto 

27c gear wheel 

12V motor from MFA 15:1 ratio Design as originally built using a Meccano Powerdrive

motor which was very noisy



Chain and Sprocket driven directly from motor

and gears below.

Pinion 25 driving 27 gear

Which forms the main shaft

of the simulated steam engine

drive

Sides of gearbox formed of flat girder bolted to Angle Girder

Also on shaft driven from the motor are a

1” pulley (22) and

Gear wheel (27)
Valve gear operated from two eccentrics 130a

The two pistons are pivoted off Double Arm Cranks (62b)

With corner bracket (133a) as balance weight



Vertical Boiler

Simulated Hydraulic Brake Tank

Steel Cord



Shaft A driven from motor

Shaft B driven off 

No25 pinion near camara

Shaft driven by No25 on B

and No 27 on Shaft A

Moveable Shaft C driven from

either No31 on B or if moved across through

Through three No 26 to reverse it

Shaft D No 31 gear in constant mesh

With No 31 on shaft C

Shaft E driven off a 96a sprocket

Off a 95a sprocket on shaft D

Gearbox in neutral but with motor turning showing motion imparted with each lever

on the lever frame pulled back towards the camara



Lever Frame construction with FIVE levers equal distance apart

(Narrow strips have been used but ordinary strips could probably 

be used but there would be a lot less room)

The extreme right hand lever

Which controls the wheels is a

slightly different arrangement

Screwed rod along length of 

lever frame to give rigidity

Three collars (59) the two outer

ones secured to the rod the

centre one free to rotate

Travelling Wheels-Lever No 5 and power train (1)



The two ends of the activation arm

for the travelling wheels

A No31 and a specialist 

31b (or machined down 31)

A difficult to obtain photo of the travelling wheels gearbox

Taken from below looking up.

This is virtually impossible to adjust when crane complete and 

needs to transmit significant power so putting

Flats on all axles recommended

Travelling Wheels-Lever

No 5 and power train (2)



Two more views of travelling wheels gearbox

from counterweight position (Removed)

looking towards front

Travelling Wheels-Lever No 5 and power train (3)



Shaft C runs off fourth lever from the left.

A relatively straight forward arrangement

This lever reverses all the functions

Operating lever for reversing mechanism

reversing pinion pivoted on Pivot \bolt (147b)

Reverse-Lever No 4 and power train



Constantly rotating shaft D

Lever on right inserts pinion

Transmitting drive between 

rotating shaft  D and shaft F

Shaft F. Output shaft to jib rotation. 

Output shaft F

Drive turned through 90⁰

Bevel gears 30a and 30C 

Sliping clutch Compression Spring plus loose fitted gear Reduction gearing to jib rotation pinion 

Jib Rotation-Lever No 3 and power train (1) 



Jib Rotation-Lever No 3 and power train (2) 

Drive rod
(I used 4mm silver steel rod which

has a certain amount of flex in it compared

with a genuine Meccano rod. This means 

there is a small amount of “bounce” in the model

when rotating. This is why there is a Corner Angle bracket (154a)

also supporting the rod)

Toothed quadrant (167a) plus pinion (167c)



Constantly rotating shaft E 

Pinion (25a) engages with

shaft E when Jenny lever 

pushed forward 

Gear 27a in constant mesh

with 25a mentioned above 

Jenny opertiang lever 
Drive moved through 90⁰ by

Two bevel gears (30)-hidden

by sprocket 

Sprocket driveJenny reel drive shaft 

Vertical Drive 

This gear is made from 4XContrate rack segments

(These parts are possibly difficult to obtain so could

Be substituted with Contrate gear (28) )

Jenny Reel-Lever No 2 and power train 



Constantly rotating shaft E 

Hoist shaft engages with shaft \e on pushing lever forward 

Hoist lever

Hidden pinion (26) on Hoist Shaft 

Pinion (26) above hidden pinion mentioned 

above on long threaded pin (115a) 

Pinion (26) on 

output shaft

hidden by

lever frame 

Hoist Reel drive gear made of 4 X Rack segments (129)

(if ordering from new state that you want to form a circular gear 

and they will come matched. Otherwise a bit of filing may be

necessary!)

Hoist-Lever No  1 and power train



Coal Lifting Hoist

Clockwork motor pinion

Chain/belt  drive from

gearbox

Actuating Handle

Power Train



Variation in Bogies

Due to difficulty of obtaining

plus cost of Girder Frames (113)

doubled up narrow strips used.

Cabling on feed and return to ensure continuity through base



Prototype Engine House layout



Prototype Crane

Note Jenny reel is always

Forward of centre pivot



Useful detail of specialist Supplier

This part used in Travelling Wheels gearbox



Basic crane made from this plan by Bill Steele



Miscellaneous General photos (1)



Miscellaneous General photos (2)



Miscellaneous General photos (3)



Miscellaneous General photos (4)


